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Abstract

The increased globalization of science and technology and the growing number of bilinguals and multilinguals in the world have made research with multiple languages a mainstay for scholars who study human function and especially those who focus on language, cognition, and the brain. Such research can benefit from large-scale databases and online resources that describe and measure lexical, phonological, orthographic, and semantic information. The present paper discusses currently-available resources and underscores the need for tools that enable measurements both within and across multiple languages. A general review of language databases is followed by a targeted introduction to databases of orthographic and phonological neighborhoods. A specific focus on CLEARPOND illustrates how databases can be used to assess and compare neighborhood information across languages, to develop research materials, and to provide insight into broad questions about language. As an example of how using large-scale databases can answer questions about language, a closer look at neighborhood effects on lexical access reveals that not only orthographic, but also phonological neighborhoods can influence visual lexical access both within and across languages. We conclude that capitalizing upon large-scale linguistic databases can advance, refine, and accelerate scientific discoveries about the human linguistic capacity.
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1. Overview of Linguistic Databases

Use of a symbolic system like language is a hallmark of human cognition. Recent advances in science and technology have provided the computing power, tools, and knowledge to study language on a scale that was not possible in previous generations. Due in part to these new capabilities in information sharing and the creation of large depositories of language knowledge, the breadth and depth of what we know about language and how it impacts the human condition is rapidly growing.
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Large corpora make it possible to explore language use across a variety of contexts. Currently, a number of resources are available to those who wish to study language, and many of these resources are freely available online. For instance, CHILDES, the Child Language Data Exchange System (MacWhinney 2000), is a large database of children’s speech transcripts that is frequently used in developmental research. Similarly, the OPUS, or Open Parallel Corpus (Tiedemann & Nygaard 2004), is a collection of multiple translated corpora from the internet (e.g., subtitles, European Parliament proceedings) across many different languages. Sites like USENET (Internet Message Board database, available through the Westbury Lab) and Wikipedia (full text of Wikipedia entries, available directly from Wikipedia) contain extensive amounts of user-generated text and provide word-banks for text analysis. These corpora and others like them have been used in the construction of many different types of databases, providing valuable information about words, such as lexical frequency, age of acquisition, familiarity, or neighborhood density.

One of the most frequently used linguistic measures collected from databases is lexical frequency. Lexical frequency refers to how often the average person might encounter a word and is available for both spoken and written language use. Frequency measures have been shown to affect linguistic processing across many tasks, modalities, and languages, and to interact with other lexical features like neighborhood density. By looking across a variety of language databases it is possible to obtain information about spoken and written lexical frequency for words across a number of languages. For instance, the SubtLex databases provide spoken word frequencies based on subtitle corpora for Dutch (Keuleers, Brysbaert & New 2010), English (Brysbaert & New 2009), French (New, Pallier, Brysbaert & Ferrand 2004), German (Brysbaert, Buchmeier, Conrad, Jacobs, Bölte & Böhl 2011), Greek (Dimitropoulou, Duñabeitia, Avilés, Corral & Carreiras 2010), Mandarin (Cai & Brysbaert 2010), and Spanish (Cuetos, Glez-Nosti, Barbón & Brysbaert 2011). In addition, there are other widely available written word frequency databases, such as Google’s N-Gram frequency, which compiles information from books and other written sources, with processed data available in English, Spanish, and Portuguese; the Westbury Lab’s USENET and Wikipedia corpora, which are constantly growing and community generated; and CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers 1995), which is a well-known frequency database for Dutch, English, and German.

Lexical frequency is, of course, not the only feature of a word that can influence language comprehension and production. A number of other variables, like age of acquisition, concreteness, and familiarity, play an important role in linguistic processing and information about some of these measures is also available from public databases. For example, the Center for Reading Research at Ghent University provides age of acquisition norms – that is, the average age at which a native speaker learns a given word – for English (Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez & Brysbaert 2012) and Dutch (Brysbaert, Stevens, De Deyne, Voorstraets & Storms 2014). Through such databases, it has been possible to understand how age of acquisition can influence lexical processing by showing, for example, that words learned first are easier to access than words learned later in life, independent of frequency of exposure. Other important features of a word include things like how familiar a word is to a reader, whether that word can be easily pictured, and whether it represents a concrete notion, like “cat,” or an abstract one, like “truth.” Several databases exist for these metrics.
including the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart 1981), the Center for Reading Research (UGENT) database (Brysbaert et al. 2014), the Hoosier Mental Lexicon (Nusbaum, Pisoni & Davis 1984), and B-PAL – Spanish (Davis & Perea 2005); however, they are limited to a handful of languages.

While databases of frequency focus on features of single words, there are also databases that provide information about how words relate to one another. One such database is WordNet (wordnet.princeton.edu), which provides definitions, synonyms, and networks of word-relationships based on conceptual-semantic links. Another useful database for conceptual and lexical relations is FeatureNorms (McRae, Cree, Seidenberg & McNorgan 2005). Likewise, several databases attempt to capture the conceptual relationships between words based on free associations. Projects like the Small World of Words (De Deyne & Storms www.smallworldofwords.com) are attempting to measure these relationships across multiple languages (including English, German, Dutch, French, Spanish, Japanese, Cantonese and others); however, only small parts of their data have been released. Other semantic association databases include the South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber 2004 and the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy & Piper 1973). Finally, there are also computational databases, like the Westbury Lab High Dimensional Explorer database (HiDex; Shaoul & Westbury 2010), which looks at the frequency with which words co-occur with one another in text as a measure of their conceptual similarity, and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (CoCA; Davies 2009).

2. Introduction to Neighborhood Databases

Whereas semantic relationships capture conceptual similarities between words, relationships among words can also be derived from spelling or sound similarities, and encompass words that differ from one another in a single letter or sound.

An important metric that captures lexical patterns in language is lexical neighborhood. A word’s neighbors are those that differ from it in either one letter (for orthographic neighborhoods) or one sound (for phonological neighborhoods). As an example, an orthographic substitution neighbor of the word “plant” can be generated by changing the last letter to form the word “plank.” Furthermore, “plant” can be changed by adding a letter, for example an “e” to create the word “planet,” which makes “planet” an addition neighbor to “plant.” Or, deletion neighbors can be created by subtracting a letter, for example to make “plan.” The collection of all the words that differ from a target word in one letter is called the orthographic neighborhood. Some words, like “plant,” have quite a few neighbors, so they are described as having large neighborhoods. Other words, like “orange,” have very few neighbors and are therefore described as having small neighborhoods.

This process of adding, deleting, and substituting letters to form neighbors applies to phonology as well. For example, a substitution neighbor of “dough” would be “show,” an addition neighbor would be “dome,” and a deletion neighbor would be “owe.” A phonological neighborhood would therefore be formed by finding all of the words that differ from a target in only one sound. In English, for example, given its 26 letters, there are
456,976 possible four-letter combinations ($26^4$), but not all of them are possible words in English, and only 2,200 (less than half a percent) are estimated to be used based on CLEARPOND and SubtLex-US. These four letter words have an average of 10.33 neighbors, and while certain sequences of letters appear quite frequently – such as “ce” and “ly,” others do not appear at all – such as “zw” and “fd” (Bartolotti & Marian 2017).

Orthographic and phonological neighborhood information is important because neighbors and neighborhood size impact how words are processed. A simplified way to think about it is that orthographic neighbors can influence performance on visual tasks such as written word recognition (Andrews 1992) and phonological neighbors can influence performance on auditory tasks such as spoken word recognition (Luce & Pisoni 1998). In reality, the effect of orthography is not limited to visual word processing but also extends to auditory processing, and, similarly, the effect of phonology is not limited to auditory word processing but also extends to visual processing. In fact, the two types of neighborhoods, orthographic and phonological, can have an effect across both the visual and auditory domains. For example, during visual word recognition, large orthographic and large phonological neighborhoods are facilitative (Grainger, Muneaux, Farioli & Ziegler 2005; Yates 2005; Ziegler, Muneaux & Grainger 2003). In sum, phonological neighborhoods can and do impact performance on a task that is primarily orthographic, like reading or writing, and orthographic neighborhoods can and do impact performance on a task that is primarily phonological, like spoken comprehension or production. Given the role of phonological and orthographic neighborhoods in linguistic processing, it is necessary that this information is taken into account when conducting research on language.

Currently, there are several resources available that provide neighborhood information for English, either in the written or spoken domains. Neighborhood information derived from written corpora can be found in the MCWord Database (http://www.neuro.mcw.edu/mcword/), N-Watch (Davis 2005), and the Washington University Speech and Hearing Lab database (http://neighborhoodsearch.wustl.edu/Neighborhood/Neighborhome.asp). Neighborhood information derived from spoken corpora can be found in the Irvine Phonotactic Online Dictionary (IPhOD, http://www.iphod.com/), which provides detailed phonological neighborhood density and phonotactic probability measures.

By utilizing the information contained within these databases, it has been shown that effects of neighborhood size emerge across a variety of tasks, including lexical decision (Andrews 1992; Luce & Pisoni 1998; Vitevitch & Luce 1999; Yates, Locker & Simpson 2004; Ziegler, Muneaux & Grainger 2003), reading (Tsai, Lee, Lin, Tzeng & Hung 2006), and word learning (Frisch, Large & Pisoni 2000; Luce & Large 2001; Thorn & Frankish 2005; Roodenrys & Hinton 2002; Storkel, Armbruster & Hogan 2006). For example, lexical decision tasks are completed more quickly and accurately for words with large neighborhoods, and large orthographic neighborhoods lead to faster eye movements during reading (Andrews 1992; Luce & Pisoni 1998; Vitevitch & Luce, 1999; Yates, Locker & Simpson 2004; Ziegler, Muneaux & Grainger 2003). Notably, even novel words show neighborhood effects (Frisch et al. 2000; Luce & Large 2001; Thorn & Frankish 2005; Roodenrys & Hinton 2002; Storkel et al. 2006), with new words with dense neighborhoods easier to learn than new words with sparse neighborhoods.
However, the patterns of neighborhood effects are not always consistent across languages. An illustrative example is that in the case of picture naming, dense phonological neighborhoods speed up word production in English and Dutch (de Groot, Borgwaldt, Bos & van den Eijnden 2002; Marian & Blumenfeld 2006), but slow down naming in Spanish (Vitevitch & Stamer 2006). It is not clear what drives these differences, but Vitevitch and Rodríguez (2006) and Vitevitch and Stamer (2006) propose word length and lexical stress as possible explanations. In Spanish, words are considered to be highly inflective, meaning that orthographic segments hold both morphologic and semantic cues. So in a language like Spanish, words that are neighbors of each other may be more related in meaning than words that are not. For example, “niño” (little boy) and “niña” (little girl) are not only neighbors, but also have similar meanings. In contrast, the English words “cat” and “can” are neighbors but are not otherwise related. This could be because, in Spanish, more of a word’s neighbors may refer to related concepts (like “niño” and “niña”). It is therefore important to be aware that neighborhoods influence processing differently across languages, especially when working with bilinguals or with cross-linguistic data.

In fact, research with speakers of more than one language must take into account not only the fact that neighborhoods vary in how they influence processing in different languages, but also the fact that neighborhoods exert influences across languages. For example, processing of the English word “face” by an English-Spanish bilingual is influenced not only by its English neighbors (such as the orthographic neighbor “lace” and the phonological neighbor “phase”), but also by its neighbors in Spanish (such as the Spanish orthographic neighbor “hace” (does) and the Spanish phonological neighbor “seis” (six)). But identifying and studying neighbors across languages has proven to be a challenging task, for two reasons.

First, this specific type of databases focusing on neighborhood density information in other languages are scarce. Besides English, neighborhood databases are currently available in Basque and Spanish only, with E-Hitz for Basque, and B-Pal and EsPal for Spanish (http://www.bcbl.eu/databases/espal/). Second, databases that simultaneously include neighborhood information across multiple languages are virtually non-existent. So even for languages like English and Spanish where single-language databases are available, it is still difficult to make cross-linguistic comparisons due to differences in the design of these single-language databases, and differences in the size and quality of the data used for database construction. Therefore, unifying neighborhood information about multiple languages is a first step in being able to make cross-linguistic comparisons on this measure. WordGen, which uses comparable corpora to provide neighborhood size, frequency, and bigram information for English, Dutch, French, and German, is one such database that provides linguistic measures for multiple languages (Duyck, Desmet, Verbeke & Brysbaert 2004). However, WordGen is limited to within-language (not across-language) comparisons, it does not provide neighbors or neighborhood information based on phonological relationships, and is only available in a Windows format.

The need for a neighborhood database that includes multiple languages and allows for cross-linguistic comparisons served as a catalyst for developing the Cross-Linguistic Easy Access Resource for Phonological and Orthographic Neighborhood Densities, or CLEARPOND (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal & Shook 2012). Our goal was to create a high-quality resource.
that scientists who study different languages could use for bilingualism/multilingualism research and for cross-linguistic research, a resource that allows for both within-language and across-languages neighborhood analyses of phonological and orthographic neighborhoods for multiple languages.

3. The Cross-Linguistic Easy Access Resource for Phonological and Orthographic Neighborhood Densities

CLEARPOND includes five commonly studied languages: Dutch, English, French, German, and Spanish (see Figure 1). It calculates both orthographic and phonological neighborhood sizes for words based on phonetic transcriptions using eSpeak (a compact open source software speech synthesizer). CLEARPOND addresses a significant gap in the field by providing for the first time cross-linguistic neighbors of words both within and between languages in an easy-to-use format. The database is now publicly and freely available as a searchable website and downloadable text files. It is designed to be useful not only to researchers working in a single language, but also to those spanning multiple languages, either through cross-linguistic or bilingual research. In CLEARPOND, neighborhood calculations take into account word frequency using the SUBTLEX databases, which are based on movie and TV subtitles and are very good at capturing frequency effects on language processing tasks.

Each word in the database includes its basic descriptors – the word itself, its phonological transcription, its length in letters and in phonemes, and its frequency per million from the corresponding SUBTLEX frequency database. For Dutch, the SUBTLEX-NL database was used (Keuleers, et al. 2010). For English, the SUBTLEX-US database was used (Brysbaert & New 2009). For French, the LEXIQUE (New, et al. 2004) database was used. For German, the SUBTLEX-DE database was used (Brysbaert et al. 2011). For Spanish, the SUBTLEX-ESP database was used (Cuetos, et al. 2011).

In addition to the basic descriptors, the database includes a number of other neighborhood measures, such as neighborhood size (the number of words in the list that differ from the given word by only one letter), the list of neighbors themselves, and the average frequency of those neighbors. These measures are reported both as the total number across all neighbor types, and broken down into substitution, deletion, and addition neighbors. Moreover, CLEARPOND includes two other classifications – the neighbors’ modality (orthographic and phonological) and frequency threshold (higher and lower frequency). The frequency classifier provides two options, one is the total number of neighbors, and the other is restricted to neighbors with a frequency higher than the base word; this restricted set includes the neighbors that have the largest impact on target word processing.

One of the most valuable contributions of CLEARPOND is that it allows researchers to calculate a word’s neighbors across languages. For example, if one was to enter the English word “finest” into the CLEARPOND database, the results would reveal that “finest” has one neighbor in each of the five languages – “funest” (disastrous) in Dutch, “fines” in English, “fines” (fine) in French, “fines” (Finnish) in Spanish, “findest” (find) in German – a combination of substitution, deletion, and addition neighbors. This kind of information can
be used experimentally if one wants to compare words in a language that do or do not have
large neighborhood sizes in another language, or as a way to control stimuli in a study on
bilingual language processing.

In total, each of the twenty-seven thousand words in each of the languages in the
CLEARPOND database has 240 columns of neighborhood information. There are 3
neighborhood metrics (number, frequency, and list of neighbors), and these are available for
each combination of 4 neighborhood types (substitution, addition, deletion, total), 2
frequency thresholds (all words, higher-frequency words only), 2 modalities (orthographic,
phonological), and 5 languages (Dutch, English, French, German, Spanish). When a user
visits the CLEARPOND website and clicks on any of the PONDS in the toolbar at the top of
the page (the Dutch POND, the English POND, the French POND, the German POND, or
the Spanish POND), s/he will be able to input either a single word (or nonword) or a list of
words (or nonwords) and will be able to specify whether s/he wants to search within a single
language or across languages. The selections provide a lot of flexibility for deciding what
information is returned by the database.

4. Using Neighborhood Databases in Research

There are several valuable ways in which neighborhood databases like CLEARPOND can be
used. One way to use CLEARPOND is to control for the lexical properties of a list of
stimuli. Another way is to develop materials for experiments in order to answer questions
about language and cognition. And perhaps the most interesting and impactful way to use
CLEARPOND and other large databases is to generate and answer questions about language
structure, language use, language interaction, and language change. Each of these ways is
considered next.

Controlling for potential confounding variables is probably the easiest way to use the
database. If a researcher has a list of words that s/he plans to use in a study, and wants to
make sure the words are controlled for properties, such as lexical frequency or neighborhood
density, CLEARPOND will provide that information very quickly. Once at the website, the
user can enter a list of words into the search box, and leave the “search by” option set to
either ‘Orthography’ or ‘Phonology’ or both, depending on what needs to be controlled. One
can then select ‘Neighborhood size’ as the output feature so that the database will produce
the neighborhood density information for the search words. Then, in the metric section, one
can choose to obtain either the total neighbors, which is the sum of all types of neighbors, or
specific neighbor types. Finally, one can query the other languages for words that are
neighbors of the words entered in the target language. In the output, the results will be color-
coded for each language and can be exported and saved in a text file that can easily be
opened in any text editor or in spreadsheet software like Excel. This makes it very easy to
save searches, and provides the data in a format that is readily available for analysis.

In addition to providing information about real words, CLEARPOND can also generate
neighborhood information for non-words. Users can simply enter the non-words in the
search box, as they would a word list, and CLEARPOND will calculate information about
these non-words’ real-word neighbors in seconds. Furthermore, users can select any
additional languages when calculating non-word neighborhood information and CLEARPOND will not only produce the neighborhood information for those languages, but it will also include an alert if any of the non-words are actual words in another language. For example, a neighborhood search for the non-words “sparf,” “geist,” and “wug” in English will identify “geist” as a word in German (see Figure 2). Being able to recognize that a non-word is a real word in another language is important if, for instance, one is running a lexical decision task with bilinguals, so as to avoid the possibility that a non-word in one language is a word in another language. Note that the database can also be searched with a list that contains both words and non-words at the same time, and export them into the same file for processing.

Beyond controlling experimental stimuli for potentially confounding variables, CLEARPOND can be used to generate new stimuli for experiments. There are two primary ways to do this. For example, in an experiment investigating the effect of orthographic neighborhood size in French-English bilinguals, one may want to explore the impact that cross-linguistic neighborhoods have on reading times. Furthermore, doing this across both of the bilinguals’ two languages would make it possible to see if there is an asymmetric effect of neighborhoods depending upon which language people are reading in. To accomplish this goal, CLEARPOND would be used to generate four lists: two lists of English words, one where the words have many French neighbors, like “arms,” and one where the words have no French neighbors, like “gift,” and two lists of French words, one with large English neighborhoods, like “coup,” and one with no English neighbors, like “ceux.” This will make it possible to compare the impact of French neighborhood size on English reading times and the impact of English neighborhood size on French reading times. To generate these lists, the English POND would need to be used. The first thing to do is leave the search section blank – by doing this, the database will return all the words that meet the required criteria. If no criteria are set and the search section is blank, then it will simply return the entire database. To focus the search, parameters such as word length can be defined in the fields below the search box. For example, the word length in our hypothetical experiment could be set to 4 and the orthographic neighborhoods could be set to a range of 5 to 10 for English and 5 to 10 for French. When these selections are made, the output from CLEARPOND will return all of the words in the database that are exactly 4 letters long, have between 5 and 10 English neighbors, and have between 5 and 10 French neighbors. The next step would be to return to the English POND and set the French neighbors to zero to get the second list, English words with no French neighbors. The next step would be to go to the French POND and repeat the same process as with the English POND to obtain the data files that contain stimuli for the experiment. The entire process takes about 5 minutes, something that in the past would have taken many days of work. And because the filters for each language are stackable, the user can generate stimuli that are as precise as needed. For instance, if one wanted to restrict the lexical frequency in the output, in order to ensure equal frequency across lists, that is as easy as entering one more number during search.

Another way in which researchers can use CLEARPOND to generate new stimuli is to search the database based on elements of the words themselves, by searching with wildcards. Suppose someone was interested in designing a study to explore how Spanish-English bilinguals read English words that contain uncommon spellings for familiar sounds. For
instance, the onset consonant cluster “ph” is legal in English, but is not legal in Spanish; however, when reading English, “ph” represents a sound that is a legal phonetic onset in both languages – the sound /f/, as in “fire” or the Spanish “fuego.” One may wish to contrast “ph” with a consonant cluster in which both the orthographic and phonetic onset is illegal in Spanish, as is the case with “st.” To obtain a list of words that contain these onset clusters, the user would need to enter the consonant clusters “ph” and “st,” each followed by a question mark, in the search box for the English POND. CLEARPOND will then produce all of the words in the database that start with “ph” and “st” clusters in a single, downloadable list. And, if necessary, the list can be controlled further for lexical properties like neighborhood size or frequency.

Large lexical datasets like CLEARPOND can also be used to explore new questions about language that may be difficult or impossible to address with behavioral research. Information about average neighborhood size, or cross-linguistic neighborhoods, or word length, etc., can be used to inform us about the structures and evolution of different languages. For example, there are over a million possible five-letter combinations in English, but only a small proportion of those are actually used. If words were random combinations of letters, finding neighbors would be highly improbable. Instead, what we see with CLEARPOND is that each of its five languages has an average neighborhood size of two to three words, due to the repetition of certain sequences of letters between words. CLEARPOND can also reveal how languages differ in the frequency of substitution, deletion, and addition neighbors within and across languages (Marian, et al. 2012). It shows that substitution neighbors are much more common than deletions or additions, especially for English, where single letter substitutions are more likely to yield a new word compared to the other languages in the database. On the other hand, French derives a relatively large proportion of its overall neighbors from deletions and additions. For phonological neighborhoods, the pattern is different. Dutch, German and Spanish all have more phonological than orthographic neighborhoods. Compared to Dutch, German and Spanish, English has nearly twice as many phonological neighbors and French has over four times as many. One reason for this large difference in French is that it has a high number of homophones – words that sound the same even though they carry different meanings1 – particularly because of the very high proportion of silent letters in French that result in many differently-spelled words sounding the same. For example, the French word “mer” meaning “ocean” is a phonological neighbor of four words – “ver,” “vers,” “vert” and “verre,” all of which are homophones and are pronounced “ver,” although only one of those is an orthographic neighbor. CLEARPOND reveals that over a third of French words are homophones, compared to only two to three percent in each of the other four languages, which in itself is an interesting discovery about cross-linguistic differences in language structure.

---

1For example, the word bow is a homophone that can refer to a weapon for shooting arrows, or to a knot tied with two loops and two loose ends. Homophones are different from homographs, which are words that not only sound the same, but are also spelled the same, even though they carry different meanings. Homophones may or may not be homographs and homographs may or may not be homophones. For instance, the French word mer discussed above is a homophone, but not a homograph of the other four French words, whereas the English word bow is both a homophone and a homograph across the two examples discussed. Word can have homophones, homographs, or both. For example, in addition to the homograph homophone, bow also has a non-homophone homograph bow, which refers to the bodily movement such as when greeting someone.
CLEARPOND can also reveal interesting findings about word length. Word length strongly influences neighborhood size and is a feature that is contained within the database. Interestingly, not only do there tend to be fewer words as length increases, but longer words tend to be more distinct from each other with fewer actual realizations relative to the large hypothetical orthographic space. (It is for this reason that autocorrect on a cell phone does a better job with longer words, which are less confusable, but frequently seems to make mistakes with short words.) While two to four letter words have the highest average neighborhood size, most neighbors in a language consist of five to eight letters, because those are the most common word lengths. CLEARPOND shows that English and French phonological word lengths are much shorter than their orthographic word lengths, as a result of the large proportions of digraphs and silent letters in these two languages. In contrast, Spanish has nearly the same distributions of orthographic and phonological word lengths, because Spanish has a highly transparent orthography, where each letter tends to represent a single sound. German and Dutch, two highly related languages, have very similar word lengths, both favoring long words.

In using CLEARPOND to uncover differences between languages, within-language and across-language neighborhood sizes can provide insight into the distinctiveness of words in different languages. CLEARPOND shows that within-language neighbors are much more common than foreign neighbors (Marian, et al. 2012), which highlights the structural diversity between language pairs. English words tend to have more French neighbors and relatively few Spanish neighbors. This is consistent with the history of English as a Germanic language that received an influx of French words through the Norman Conquest in the middle ages. However, for phonological foreign neighbors, a very different picture emerges. English words have a very low proportion of foreign neighbors in any language relative to English neighbors. This is mostly because the phonological inventories of each language are distinct. Although the alphabets of these five languages remain similar (aside from the use of accent marks), their phonologies have drifted considerably from their common origins.

5. A closer look at neighborhood effects in lexical decision

To illustrate in more detail a specific way in which neighborhood databases can be used to test hypotheses about language, we used CLEARPOND to test the effect of within-language and between-language neighborhood size on visual lexical decision times. There is a dearth of research in this area, especially across languages, and existing findings are inconsistent. For example, some studies have found that lexical decision times are influenced by cross-language neighbors (van Heuven, Dijkstra & Grainger 1998), while others did not find such effects (Brysbaert, Lagrou & Stevens 2017).

To test the hypothesis that lexical decision times will be influenced by within-language and between-language neighborhood size, we used CLEARPOND and the Dutch Lexicon Project 2; a database of lexical decision times to 30,016 Dutch words obtained from 81 Dutch-English bilinguals. The analyses were performed on a subset of 14,972 Dutch words that were present in both the Dutch Lexicon Project 2 and CLEARPOND, excluding very low-frequency neighbors that may negatively impact the reliability and validity of such
comparisons. (The CLEARPOND minimum frequency cutoffs in each language are at 0.43 per million for Dutch, at 0.33 per million for English, at 0.54 per million for French, at 0.75 per million for German, and at 0.82 per million for Spanish). We used the full dataset that Brysbaert, Stevens, Mandera and Keuleers (2016) used in their analysis of the Dutch Lexicon Project 2, including all of the predictors in their model: Word Frequency (SUBTLEX-NL and SUBTLEX-US), Word length, Age-of-acquisition (Brysbaert et al. 2014), Concreteness (Brysbaert et al. 2014), Old20 (similarity to other words, Yarkoni, Balota & Yap, 2008; Keuleers 2015), PoS (Part of Speech) and Word prevalence (Keuleers et al. 2015), and added Dutch and English neighborhood sizes.

The results showed that including Dutch orthographic neighborhood size improved the model, with words that have more neighbors identified more slowly, $F(1, 14371) = 76.31, p < .001$. Adding Dutch phonological neighborhood size further improved the model, $F(2, 14369) = 15.94, p < .001$, with phonological neighbors having a smaller effect than orthographic neighbors. There was also a negative interaction between orthographic and phonological neighbor effects, likely due to their partial overlap. That is, sometimes the same word can be both an orthographic and a phonological neighbor, but it is the number of unique neighbors that affects lexical decision. (Note also that adding Dutch phonological neighborhood size alone to the base model, without Dutch orthographic neighborhood size, improved the fit, $F(1, 14371) = 49.98, p < .001$. This difference between individual and combined model results is likely due to the overlap between orthographic and phonological neighbors.)

Next, to test neighborhood effects cross-linguistically, we added information for English orthographic and phonological neighborhood sizes into the model. Adding English orthographic neighborhood size further improved the model, but the effect was smaller than that of Dutch, $F(1, 14371) = 3.28, p = .07$, and, interestingly, it was in the opposite direction. English phonological neighborhood had no effect. Note that neighborhood size explains small amounts of variance after accounting for other factors. For example, the percent variance in Reaction Times accounted for in regression analyses were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before adding neighbors:</th>
<th>44.69%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency + N\text{lett} + AoA + OLD20 + Conc + Prev + PoS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>After adding Dutch orthographic neighbors:</th>
<th>44.98%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency + N\text{lett} + AoA + OLD20 + Conc + Prev + PoS + DutchOrtho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>After adding Dutch orthographic and phonological neighbors:</th>
<th>45.10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency + N\text{lett} + AoA + OLD20 + Conc + Prev + PoS + DutchOrtho + DutchPhono</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>After also adding English orthographic neighbors:</th>
<th>45.18%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency + N\text{lett} + AoA + OLD20 + Conc + Prev + PoS + DutchOrtho + DutchPhono + EnglishOrtho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small effects are not surprising. For example, in the Brysbaert et al. (2016) paper, explanatory power drops fairly steeply after frequency is accounted for. There, part of speech changed the R-squared by .0032, and in our analyses neighborhood data changed it by .0049. Although these changes are relatively small, the increments that are observed in
the present analyses of neighborhood effects are still meaningful and are consistent with
prior studies. Here, we see inhibitory effects of large Dutch neighborhoods and facilitatory
effects of large English neighborhoods. Although at first glance surprising, these results are
consistent with previously-observed cross-linguistic differences. For example, Grainger
(1990) found that Dutch words with one or more neighbors of higher frequency have slower
RTs in a lexical decision task than Dutch words with zero neighbors, similar to our results.
Van Heuven et al. (1998) tested Dutch-English bilinguals and English monolinguals on a
lexical decision task for English words and found that large English neighborhood sizes
were facilitatory (for monolinguals and bilinguals), and large Dutch neighborhood sizes
were inhibitory (for bilinguals), similar to our results. These previous studies attributed such
a pattern of results to a non-target language inhibitory effect of Dutch, but here we saw the
same language-specific effects when the task was performed in Dutch. Brysbaert et al.
(2017) also found a facilitatory effect of large English neighborhood sizes on English lexical
decision tasks in monolinguals and bilinguals (although they found no effect of Dutch in
their sample).

Moreover, although the participants on which the Dutch Lexicon Project was based were
Dutch-English bilinguals, they also reported some knowledge of French, mostly as a result
of studying it in school. To examine whether such knowledge of French influenced lexical
decision times in Dutch, we also added French neighborhood size information to the model.
Adding French orthographic neighborhood size alone to the base model improved the fit,
$R(1, 14371) = 9.22, p < .01$, and adding phonological neighborhood size further improved
the fit, $R(2, 14369) = 4.70, p < .01$. This suggests that knowledge of another language, even
when full bilingual status is not achieved, nevertheless impacts lexical processing in a target
language.

Because Dutch and German are closely-overlapping Germanic languages and because
Spanish and French are somewhat-overlapping Romance languages, we also examined
whether neighborhood size in German and Spanish influences lexical decision times in
Dutch. Although we do not have information about the participants’ German and Spanish
exposure, we do know that they were Dutch-English bilinguals tested in the Netherlands
who also studied French. Given the linguistic landscape of the Netherlands, it is likely that
these participants received at least some exposure to German and Spanish, for example,
through the availability of German and Spanish TV channels, music, and other forms of
media, as well as through possible travel to German and Spanish speaking locations. Our
results revealed that adding German orthographic neighborhood size alone to the base model
improved the fit, $R(1, 14371) = 28.03, p < .001$, and adding phonological neighborhood size
further improved the fit, $R(2, 14369) = 3.73, p < .05$. Adding Spanish orthographic
neighborhood size alone to the base model also improved the fit, although to a smaller extent
than in the case of German, $R(1, 14371) = 4.38, p < .05$, as did adding Spanish phonological
neighborhood size, $R(2, 14369) = 5.61, p < .01$. Note, however, that it is not possible to
know whether the influence of German and Spanish neighborhood size on Dutch lexical
decision times is due to minimal exposure to these languages (which would suggest that
even minimal exposure to another language is sufficient to impact lexical processing in a
native language) or whether it is a correlational artifact due to structural similarities between
the languages (Dutch and German neighborhood size effects were fairly well correlated in
the model, as were English and French, as well as French and Spanish, and to a lesser extent English and Spanish). It is likely that both of these variables played a role in the observed results and future research will need to disambiguate between the two variables by testing different participant samples with various language experience profiles.

A noteworthy finding from our analyses are the results concerning the phonological neighborhood effect, a finding that has not been previously considered cross-linguistically in a visual lexical decision task. Here, we see that phonological neighborhood size can influence visual lexical decision times not only within, but also across languages. Finding a phonological neighborhood effect in a visual lexical decision task confirms that phonological neighborhood information is an important variable affecting orthographic processing across languages.

Together, our analyses of neighborhood effects on lexical decision show that both orthographic and phonological neighborhoods influence lexical access within and across languages. Because lexical access was in the participants’ native language, these findings reinforce the argument that learning a second language impacts processing in a first language. Future research is needed to further understand how neighborhood size impacts lexical access in second and third languages, as well as in languages other than Dutch, and to examine the contributions of language experience vis-à-vis language similarity for a more accurate understanding of language function.

6. Conclusions

The present paper considered several questions about linguistic structure, differences, similarities, interaction, and evolution that language databases can provide insight into. It is clear that neighborhood and other online databases can serve as useful tools for studying language. Using one such database, CLEARPOND, the present paper illustrates how assessing orthographic and phonological neighborhood information within and across Dutch, English, French, German, and Spanish can be used by researchers to study written and spoken processing in speakers of different or multiple languages.

We have entered a unique age in language research, created by the combination of large linguistic corpora and advanced computational power. The result is that scientists have unprecedented abilities to conduct research on a large scale and span multiple variables within a language or across multiple languages. These capabilities to do precise, well-controlled research using large, corpus-based analyses are contributing to scientific and technological advances at a pace that is faster than ever before. It also democratizes science and discovery as it enables all of us to take advantage of the tools available online and develop new ways to expand human knowledge. The present paper discussed only a small sample of what neighborhood databases can do. To experience these capabilities first-hand, visit the links to the databases and lexica described in this paper and listed in the References section.
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Figure 1.
Image of the CLEARPOND database.
Figure 2.
Example of output provided by the CLEARPOND database when a search was performed for neighbors of three English nonwords within English and across English and German.